The following was forwarded to us by Golden Eagles member Gordon Harper. As a courtesy to those
Golden Eagles members who knew and were friends with Warren, it is felt that the note from his family
should be shared with our members.

Captain Warren R. Beckman
1942-2019
It is with a very heavy heart and deep sadness that the Beckman Family writes today to let you know that
the most amazing, supportive, influential, proud, passionate and caring Husband, Father, Brother,
Grandfather, and Friend passed away last night, June 30, 2019 at 12:18 AM in The Woodlands TX (where
he & his wife Geri, sons Wayde (& Janet) & Todd (& Tricia), and grandchildren Alyssa, Mia, and Maddie
all reside.)
To fly west, my friend, is a flight we must all take for a final check.
Godspeed Captain Beckman! This will be an amazing journey,
far better than the excellence you always delivered in the past!
Captain Warren R. Beckman will be deeply missed by his many associates, friends and acquaintances
around the globe. Warren was simply a truly remarkable man who will never be forgotten! He has been
an exemplary husband, father, mentor & the truest and most loyal friend anyone could ever hope for. Not
to mention most loving and caring grandfather on earth!!!
Throughout his personal and professional endeavors he has touched so many individuals in such a
special manner. It is our fondest wish that those who were touched by his incredible gifts of compassion,
leadership, friendship, loyalty, and camaraderie can pause to celebrate those special memories and wish
him well on his final journey. It is certain that during his westward journey, Warren will be chasing the sun
with conviction and continue his efforts to keep it extremely beautiful & bright for the rest of us as he

always has.
The Family cannot begin to express how much we love this amazing man and how he has impacted each
and every one of our lives! We will forever celebrate and cherish all the love, support, friendship,
happiness, memories & leadership he has provided for each of us. The well being of his family and
friends was the highest of his lifelong priorities. His airline family meant the world to him as well and he
was always grateful and felt extremely blessed for the lifelong associations provided by being a part of this
special group of people. You all have a very special place in his heart and brought him great joy! Thank
you!!!!!!
We miss you dearly (Hon, Dad, Pops, Paw Paw, Captain Beckman, Mr. B??????.) and well beyond what
words could ever express. We anxiously look forward to you checking in from time to time as you always
have. Thank you for being so damn special to us!!! And thank you for showing us the real meaning of
love, compassion, integrity, conviction, work ethic, pride, accountability, and friendship!!!! Thank you for
being you!!!!!! And for empowering us to be a better version of ourselves each and every new day. We
love you more than anything and will celebrate your memories forever!
A celebration of Warren???s life will take place in Houston and also in his final resting place and home
state of North Dakota. Due to the dynamic schedules and geographic residential locations associated
with his airline family we will more than likely be targeting late September or early October for this
celebration. We will provide details as soon as possible in hopes that you all feel inclined to wish him well
and share some damn good stories about this amazing individual. Thank you all for making his life so
special and we look forward to seeing you in the very near future.
With Love & Gratitude,
The Beckman's
Geri, Wayde & Janet, Todd & Tricia, Cory & Beth, Kal & Tami, Alyssa, Mia, and Maddie
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